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REDISCOVER THE

TIM E- HON OUR E D CLASSI C S
BY HOLLAND & SHERRY

Intercity

Wool Worsted Suiting
The InterCity suiting collection has been designed
specifically for the business environment, combining
handmade quality with hardwearing practicality.
This is our classic suiting line, traditionally British
and heavyweight.
The cloth is woven in a stable 2/2 twill, from a
60/2 nm yarn in both warp and weft direction,
giving the cloth body and fullness. These qualities
offer durability and good drape, which are perfect
for tailoring.
A traditional city suit comprises two main
elements – the jacket and trouser, also described
as a two-piece suit. The waistcoat is an optional
extra for a particularly smart working environment
or important meeting.
The InterCity collection offers a comprehensive
range of stripes in classic navies and greys.
The addition of contemporary colours, such as
aubergine with a purple stripe, ensures broad appeal.
The collection is completed by other woven
designs including glen checks, sharkskins, birdseyes
and herringbones.

Bunch: HS 1760 Intercity
Composition: 100% Worsted
Weight: 370gm 12oz
> Go to website
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City of London
Wool Worsted Suiting

The City of London suiting collection has been
designed for the business environment, combining
handmade quality with hardwearing practicality.
This is our new classic suiting line, traditionally British
and heavyweight.
The collection offers a timeless selection of quality
merino wool suiting fabrics for discerning
professional people. The cloth is woven in a 2/2 twill,
from a 36/2 nm yarn in both warp and weft direction,
giving the cloth body and fullness. These qualities
offer durability and good drape, enabling a garment
to hold its shape.
Inspired by classic British styling, this collection uses
the traditional weaves of twill, herringbone and
birdseye in classic patterns such as pin stripe, chalk
stripe, glen plaid and houndstooth, offering choice
and variety.
We truly believe that this collection is the perfect
choice for a British, tailored look.

Bunch: HS 1862 City of London
Composition: 100% Superfine Merino Wool
Weight: 420gm 13½ oz
> Go to website
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Classic Worsteds
Wool Worsted Suiting

This collection offers a wide selection of timeless
classics, ideal for the traditional city suit.
Produced from high quality merino wool, the
main feature of this collection is the fabric weight.
At around 400gms it feels full bodied and firm.
Combined with traditional bespoke tailoring, these
qualities produce a garment that is strong and durable,
but more importantly retains its shape well.
Inspired by classic British styling, this collection uses
the traditional weaves of twill, herringbone and
birdseye, incorporating a selection of classic patterns
such as pin stripes, chalk stripes and glen checks.
Noted for their tailoring capabilities, the fabrics in
this collection are the epitome of British styling and
reflect the importance of business dressing.

Bunch: HS 1965 Classic Worsteds
Composition: 100% Wool Worsted
Weight: 400gm 13oz
> Go to website

For more information apparel.hollandandsherry.com
@hollandandsherryapparel
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